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Letter from the Editor

Artificial intelligence—at least the way we understand 

it in banking today—has been a long time coming. 

Mankind has dreamt of something like it for centuries, 

ever since the mythic Greek blacksmith Hephaestus 

forged mechanical minions and a bronze being named 

Talos, who guarded Crete by running around the island 

three times daily (this, of course, long before the AI-

powered Fitbit). 

Fast far, far forward to 1955, when John McCarthy 

coined the term “artificial intelligence” as a computer 

scientist at Stanford University, later the birthplace of 

Google. McCarthy created AI’s LISP computer language, 

still used today. He paved the way for Siri and other 

forms of voice recognition. He also famously proclaimed 

that the tipping point for AI—when computers would 

finally achieve mastery in learning—could come 

anywhere from “five to 500 years.” 

As we stand 60 years down McCarthy’s pioneering path, 

AI has made its presence felt to the point where banks 

cannot look back. I find this especially exciting and 

crucially important. Thus for the first time in my tenure 

as managing editor, and perhaps in BAI’s history, we’ve 

gathered three of our executive thought leaders to offer 

their insights on one topic in one executive report. 

BAI President and CEO Debbie Bianucci notes 

that it’s easy to confuse AI with other high-tech 

breakthroughs such as mobile banking. But in “Why 

artificial intelligence is BAI’s 2018 Trend of the Year,” she 

notes: “AI is different. It’s not a gadget but a pathway to 

optimize banking technology. While that may not sizzle 

as much as the latest consumer gadget, AI holds just as 

much rich potential. It fuels smart thinking and action to 

drive cost efficiency with more intellectual horsepower.” 

BAI Chief Marketing Officer Holly Hughes explores 

the AI-customer centricity connection in “How banks 

can satisfy customers accustomed to AI.” Much like AI, 

“customer experience” became a banking buzzphrase in 

2017 that didn’t always have much meat attached to it. 

Yet as banks apply AI’s firepower to making customers 

happy, great things lie ahead. Not only will consumers 

benefit from chatbots and computers that learn: so will 

customer-focused bank staff. “AI frees employees from 

more routine tasks so that they can focus on building 

relationships with customers.” 

Karl Dahlgren, BAI’s Managing Director, Research & 

Business Analytics, examines AI from the security and 

trust angle in “Blanket security: How AI is remaking risk 

management.” “AI—often characterized as a supposed 

threat to security—is in fact quite the opposite,” he 

AI: The trend of  

the year begins here

writes. “And smart application of AI to our greatest 

security challenges in financial services will fight a host 

of ills from identity theft, to large-scale hacks, to the 

money laundering that funds the drug trade, human 

trafficking and more.”  

Finally, we welcome Harland Clarke’s contribution, 

“Happy renew year: Six key customer trends to 

kickstart 2018.” The findings draw on the recent 

report; here you’ll glean insights on customer security, 

convenience and the importance of long-term 

customer strategies in a quick-fix world.  

As BAI proclaims AI our Trend of the Year for 2018, I 

look forward to 12 months of incredible breakthroughs 

and unprecedented progress. Artificial intelligence 

touches every major facet of banking you can name. 

While covering it as a writer pales to utilizing it as a 

banker, I plan to keep very busy as we stay atop the 

trend from New Year’s Day to New Year’s Eve. 

My only regret is that I’ll have no AI-driven “editorbot” 

to assist me. Not to worry, though: If not by smart 

computer then by smarter content, we promise to put 

the AI in BAI.

A veteran journalist who has served with the Chicago Tribune, 

Reuters Money and U.S. News & World Report, Lou Carlozo is 

the managing editor of BAI. Connect with him on LinkedIn.

Louis R. Carlozo 

Managing Editor, BAI 

lcarlozo@bai.org

Why artificial  
intelligence is BAI’s  
2018 Trend of the Year 

In 2017, AI inspired celebration and caution.  

Here’s why 2018 promises to move the banking 

industry from state of confusion to state of the art.  

AI for active interaction:  
How artificial intelligence 
builds customer relationships 

Banks that invest in AI to create Amazon-like 

experiences can also save money, and free up 

employees to cultivate personal relationships.

Blanket security: How AI is 
remaking risk management 

Whether by ignorance, uncertainty or even  

fear, some banks are late to AI. Here’s what  

they stand to gain by getting on board—now.   

Happy renew year:  
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And here is what we predict: 2018 promises to be 

a breakthrough year for AI. Larger banks will drive 

much of the forward movement given their financial 

advantages. But we could also see regional and smaller 

banks bring AI to the table in partnership with solutions 

providers and consultants who provide expertise.

Big bank or small, there of course exists the temptation 

to regard AI as the “bright, shiny new tech toy of 

banking.” To be certain, the industry has faced this in 

the past including in mobile banking, which had a similar 

growth curve. The difference might be that mobile 

banking was closely linked to the fast adoption of the 

smartphone—and the changing ways consumers relied 

on this device.

AI is different. It’s not a gadget but a pathway to 

redefine delivery and optimize banking technology. 

While that may not be as tangible or sizzle as much 

as the latest consumer device, AI holds just as much 

rich potential. It fuels creative thinking and action to 

drive cost efficiency with more intellectual horsepower. 

And it touches just about every area of the industry, 

from risk management, to the loan decision process, to 

talent management, to the creation of positive, powerful 

customer experiences.

That last category in particular excites me. Think about 

connecting customers with your financial services 

organization in much more meaningful ways. We will 

begin to see various voice-activated devices respond 

to more than just questions and demands: They will 

interact conversationally. What a proposition: giving 

4 5

So much was made of artificial intelligence in 2017—

yet so much puzzlement generated—that you could 

compare the resulting scenario to asking Siri for an 

analysis and getting one of two responses: “Here are 

some AI articles I found on the internet” or “I don’t quite 

understand what you said, Debbie.”

But we don’t need Siri or Amazon’s Alexa or Google 

Home to tell us this: As machine learning continues 

to accelerate at a breathtaking clip, so too will human 

learning about how AI works—and how we can work it 

in turn. To set the stage for 2018, we can travel back to 

1965, when Intel co-founder Gordon Moore developed 

“Moore’s Law.” After careful observation of integrated 

circuits, Moore presaged the modern digital revolution 

when he predicted that computing would dramatically 

increase in power, and decrease in relative cost, at an 

exponential pace.

As we play off Moore’s Law in financial services today, 

a related question arises: How can we expect banking 

AI to multiply in speed and complexity while it drops 

in price? This sets the stage for BAI declaring artificial 

intelligence as the Trend of the Year for 2018.

For starters, this is what we know: The attention paid to 

AI over the last 18-24 months would certainly have us 

believe that we’ve reached a historic tipping point for 

adoption. PwC’s Financial Service Institute describes 

the landscape thus: “With advances in big data, open-

source software, cloud computing and processing 

speeds, more firms will use cognitive computing and 

machine learning to perform advanced analysis of 

patterns or trends.”

By Debbie Bianucci

In 2017, AI inspired celebration and caution. Here’s why 

2018 promises to move the banking industry from state 

of confusion to state of the art.

Why artificial  
intelligence is BAI’s  
2018 Trend of the Year
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customers the chance to embrace a technology that 

helps better understand all that is available, enabling 

them to make smart financial decisions.

That said, pitfalls exist, especially for those who rush to 

market. AI for consumers must be carefully executed or 

it could have a backlash effect, writes Daniel Hong, 

Vice President, Research Director for Forrester: 

“Customer satisfaction levels will drop as companies 

drive more traffic to chatbots, self-service and chat that 

are not fully optimized to engage customers effectively.”

It’s also clear that banking still has a way to go  

before we collectively enter into AI’s promised land.  

Jim Marous, co-publisher of The Financial Brand and 

owner-publisher of the Digital Banking Report, observed 

the following in January 2017:

“Ray Kurzweil from Google estimates that AI will surpass 

human intelligence by 2019. Despite this achievement, 

and successes in virtually all industries, banking has 

taken a more cautious approach.” 

At BAI Beacon in October, I hosted the release of a 

new Marous report, “Artificial Intelligence in Banking: 

The Next Frontier in Customer Experience.” There he 

reached a similar conclusion as in January: For all the 

recognition artificial intelligence has enjoyed in the 

banking community, it hasn’t yet found a nearly equal 

level of adoption.

In fact, 24.4 percent of banks in the report stated, “We 

have no plans to consider an AI solution in the next 18 

months.” None. Another 38.1 percent said, “We have 

it on our roadmap to consider AI within the next 18 

months”—though “consider” and “implement,” it should 

be noted, are two different things entirely.

In all fairness, talent remains a key part of unlocking AI’s 

power and there is some scarcity of expertise; banks 

compete with businesses across all sectors for AI-savvy 

hires. Yet from scarcity can arise opportunity for banks 

to collaborate on how AI is used and applied.

In 2018, we might also ask: Is there a way to form  

a syndicate or coalition where banks can understand 

how to set strategies for approaching AI? Here’s  

hoping. Insofar as artificial intelligence and banking  

are concerned, we may find no better time to  

apply the exponential wisdom of Moore’s Law to  

more cooperation.
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Debbie Bianucci is the President and CEO of BAI.
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By Holly Hughes 

AI for active interaction: 

How artificial 
intelligence builds 
customer relationships
Banks that invest in AI to create personalized experiences  

can also free up employees to cultivate customer relationships.  

Powered by artificial intelligence (AI), banking’s brave 

new world should provide a seamless customer 

experience not unlike the ones people have come to 

expect from Amazon, Uber and Netflix. 

But with a few notable exceptions, the promise of 

a better banking experience thanks to AI remains 

largely untapped. There is good news, though: The 

current state of affairs sets the stage for a 2018 where 

AI realizes just a portion of its amazing potential to 

revolutionize the financial services world.   

You can glimpse what’s to come thanks to the efforts 

of several financial institutions—primarily the largest 

ones—that have set AI in motion. It’s clearly an idea 

whose time has come; these big banks have either 

launched or currently pilot programs that leverage AI 

in exciting ways. It frees employees from more routine 

tasks so that they can focus on building relationships 

with customers. In other cases, the banks harness 

AI to bring speed and convenience directly to the 

customer—a big boon in an age when so many of us 

have come to expect seamless consumer experiences.  

The technology makes it possible to analyze troves 

of customer data at record speeds and create a more 

personal, proactive customer experience for banks at 

a lower cost. Ron Wellman, global director and industry 

principal for financial services at Cambridge, Mass.-

based Pegasystems, says AI has a variety of uses. 

The ones he finds most effective and engaging are 

applications that help a banker connect face-to-face 

with a customer for what he calls “that trusted advisor 

moment.”  

Pegasystems, maker of software for customer 

engagement and operational excellence, uses AI to 

mine data for financial institutions to uncover unique 

customer insights. Those AI-enhanced insights, he says, 

should not be opportunities to upsell or cross-sell a 

customer but instead serve as the basis of collaborative 

goal planning and needs assessment. 

AI-inspired customer insights can surpass their weight 

in gold. He cites the example of a banker who uses 

AI to discover the incorporation date of a prospective 

client and acknowledges that anniversary in a special, 

personal way. Wellman also likes AI for its ability to glean 

data and forecast in a way that Amazon uses AI to offer 

smart, almost clairvoyant suggestions on someone’s 

next purchase. 

Yet despite AI’s many positives, less than 20 percent of 

financial institutions have implemented one or more AI 

solutions, according to the study “Artificial Intelligence 

in Banking” that BAI and Jim Marous, publisher of the 

Digital Banking Report, unveiled at this fall’s BAI Beacon. 

Bankers still sitting on the fence might want to consider 

these examples of how banks use or experiment with AI 

to enhance customer experience: 

•  Bank of America announced in spring 2016 a virtual 

assistant it calls Erica (as in America). Now being 

tested with bank employees, the chatbot will work 

within the bank’s mobile app. It uses predictive 

analytics and cognitive messaging to provide 24/7 

financial guidance. Erica can also help customers 

with simple transactions such as checking account 

status or paying down debt. Customers can also chat 

with Erica via voice or text message—interactively 

á la Amazon’s Alexa. The bank hopes to roll it out to 

customers in 2018. 

•  Wells Fargo in spring 2017 piloted an AI-driven 

chatbot through Facebook Messenger. The goal: to 

deliver information in the moment to help customers 

make financial decisions. Using a conversational 

interface, the yet-to-be-named chatbot answers basic 

questions about account balances, payment due 

dates, customer routing number information—even 

how much the customer spent on groceries  

last month.

•  The Royal Bank of Scotland is using an automated 

lending process to approve commercial real estate 

loans up to $2.7 million—a process that normally 

takes days—in less than 45 minutes. The 2017 AI-

driven launch is part of the bank’s broader digital  

and innovation agenda.

The world is embracing AI—and while some financial 

institutions are doing so, many others should follow suit. 

Yet if a good number of financial institutions, particularly 

community banks and credit unions, feel that they 

have some catching up to do, there is good news. In 

2018, we will see more financial institutions implement 

AI-driven solutions to replicate user experiences seen 

everywhere in ecommerce by contracting outside help 
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from FinTechs and third parties. The potential in doing 

so is powerful. Popular consumer brands leverage 

high-powered recommendation engines that analyze 

customer search and purchase history. Armed with that 

data, they can make recommendations customers find 

valuable. If they can do it banks can, too.  

If the change isn’t happening fast enough for some, 

we need to keep in mind that the Amazons and Ubers 

aren’t constrained by the strict regulations facing the 

banking industry. Regardless, an innovative spirit can 

help bankers provide a first-class customer experience 

within a regulated environment.  

Here are three ways to  
leverage the power of AI: 

•  Make the most of customer data. Banks possess 

this in spades and customers—often millennials and 

GenXers—are usually willing to share more personal 

information in exchange for a more customized, 

streamlined service. (Baby boomers tend to be more 

reserved.) Companies such as Pegasystems mine 

data for banks as do Oracle, IBM and SAP. Newer 

players include Kreditech, ZestFinance and Grow.

•  Use AI savings to fund AI customer experience 

initiatives. Few banks have the resources of Bank of 

America, which had a reported $3 billion innovation 

budget for 2016. But banks can make room for a 

larger innovation budget in part through reduced 

costs for employees to execute routine, repetitive 

tasks in the back office, thanks to AI.

•  Form a special team to drive AI programs. Wells 

Fargo in 2017 created its AI Enterprise Solutions 

Team. The cross-functional unit, which sits under 

the umbrella of its Payments, Virtual Solutions and 

Innovation Group, works to create more connectivity 

among the bank’s staff with technological experts, 

who in turn can help create a seamless, rewarding 

experience for customers. But with Silicon Valley 

placing big bets on AI and lavishing handsome 

compensation packages on AI experts, banking and 

other industries can’t effectively compete for top 

talent. Consider tapping AI-enablers such as Kasisto, 

maker of a leading conversational AI platform, or 

Voyager Labs, which uses AI to analyze millions of 

data points.

Meanwhile, there’s nothing to stop you from getting 

your feet wet and launching an entry-level chatbot. 

It’s doesn’t require the skills of a Ph.D. in computer 

engineering. In fact, Facebook offers an easy-to-build 

kit for a chatbot that can operate in Messenger.  It’s a 

great time to get moving: AI promises to move forward 

at such a rapid clip that the landscape and capabilities 

will change dramatically in the next five years. On the 

one hand, banks could use that forecast to rationalize 

waiting things out: to remain in that 20 percent Marous 

references in his report.  

But such a stance comes at great risk. AI is sprinting 

towards a tipping point where the longer banks sit, the 

steeper the learning curve to catch up and compete. 

Strong customer experiences that delight and spur 

loyalty are possible today. Rich storehouses of data can 

move out of their dusty silos and yield valuable insights.  

All this comes thanks to this burgeoning technology. 

You don’t have to run the numbers through AI to see 

the future in our midst.
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By Karl Dahlgren 

Whether by ignorance, uncertainty or even fear, some banks are  

late to AI. Here’s what they stand to gain by getting on board—now.

For almost a century, movies and literature have 

explored the possibility of technology beginning to 

think for itself—often with a dystopian spin. Consider 

that today, artificial intelligence is known far and wide 

as AI—which also happens to be the title of the 2001 

Steven Spielberg drama (based on a 1969 short story) 

where indeed, machines inherit the world from their 

human creators.  

And just months ago, at least two billionaire visionaries, 

Tesla founder Elon Musk and Dallas Mavericks owner 

Mark Cuban, spoke out about the potential evils. Musk 

has called AI “our biggest existential threat” while 

Cuban, for his own part, used much stronger language 

to express his anxiety.

Fears of the future are one thing; the present reality, 

however, represents quite another. Today, several 

banks, just like companies in numerous industry sectors, 

now apply artificial intelligence (and its close cousin, 

machine learning) to make their organizations and 

customers more secure.

Put another way: AI—often characterized as a supposed 

threat to security—is in fact quite the opposite. Smart 

application of AI to our greatest security challenges in 

financial services will fight a host of ills from identity 

theft, to large-scale hacks, to the money laundering that 

funds the drug trade, human trafficking and more.  

Take for example, Wells Fargo, which has explored  

“AI-type services” in online authentication security since 

2009. “Over the past few years, these have become one 

of the primary tools in making sense of the vast reams 

of data created every day,” says Rich Baich, the bank’s 

Chief Information Security Officer.  

Baich notes that many financial services organizations 

now test and learn from AI prototypes and pilots in 

areas such as real-time customer authentication, cyber 

fraud and underwriting small business loans. The bank 

even established its own Artificial Intelligence Enterprise 

Solutions team in February to boost AI use in payments, 

online security and other banking applications. And in 

April, Wells Fargo started piloting an AI-driven chatbot 

technology with a few hundred employees through 

Facebook Messenger to help customers better and 

more frequently reset passwords.  

“AI is quickly moving from research and development 

labs and [proof of concept] to important production 

services focused on improving customer experiences 

– and underpinning the fundamental safety and trust 

of the financial services ecosystem,” Baich adds. “As 

banking has changed, so have the security protocols 

used to keep our customers’ money safe.” 

The San Francisco-based bank is not alone in its 

AI embrace. Ally Bank, JP Morgan Chase, Citigroup, 

Capital One and BBVA Group rank among the major 

retail banks testing the very real applications of 

artificial intelligence to improve online security, provide 

better and empathetic advice through their web sites 

and streamline operations. Ally Bank implements AI 

to improve online customer service and automate 

processing backroom exceptions. The Detroit, Michigan 

bank’s AI-based behavioral analytics create a “deposit 

risk engine” to better detect potential fraud and identity 

theft among the bank’s deposit customers.  

Stu Bradley, Vice President of Cybersecurity Solutions 

at SAS Institute of Cary, N.C., says that financial services 

organizations “around the world [are] identifying 

Blanket security: 

How AI is remaking  
risk management
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Blanket security: How AI is remaking risk management 

opportunities for artificial intelligence and machine 

learning across their organizations, from marketing 

and customer analytics to credit decisioning to fraud 

prevention and cybersecurity.” But even the bullish 

Bradley admits that “when it comes to cybersecurity,  

AI isn’t quite there yet.”  

Bradley has a good point. Still with the right data set, 

retail banks can train the technology to pinpoint the 

best response for any situation to deliver maximum 

security with minimal operational impact. 

Arguably, AI technologies are more necessary in 

this need-it-now world. “As digital channels have 

increased, transactions happen at a faster pace,” 

Baich says. “Today there are too many data stores 

and data elements to analyze; to better serve the 

customer, financial services organizations need to 

balance automation and personal analysis to work more 

efficiently and effectively.”  

Hence, Wells Fargo and other forward-looking banks 

have built and tested AI into their cybersecurity data 

analytics platform. The increased automation afforded 

by the artificial intelligence, plus a decrease in alerts, 

means analysts can spend time on meaningful events 

and find better solutions to complex threats. That frees 

up analysts to detect events before they happen.  

“Machine learning, which is a building block for AI 

capabilities, powers tasks that lay the groundwork for a 

truly automated AI solution for cybersecurity,” Bradley 

concludes. “The more sophisticated banks currently use Karl Dahlgren is Managing Director, Research & Business 
Analytics, at BAI. He can be reached at kdahlgren@bai.org.

unsupervised machine learning and some supervised 

machine learning techniques. A combination of 

techniques is critical to a successful analytics program.”  

Here are three other critical action points to  

consider as the industry forges ahead in its AI-risk 

management journey:  

Unsupervised machine learning, though 

it needs to mature, represents a logical 

entry point. Also known as anomaly 

detection, this is the most prominent 

analytic approach used today, typically done on siloed 

data. There’s still room to grow as anomaly detection 

“triangulates anomalous behaviors across as many 

data dimensions as possible,” Bradley adds. But once 

that happens, it will allow machine learning to identify 

the riskiest behavior and automatically provide an 

investigative context while it eliminates oppressive 

manual effort.  

Superior talent supercharges AI.  

Herein lies perhaps the most significant 

challenge for banks in their AI 

development efforts. According to a recent 

survey by the European Financial Management 

Association (EFMA), little more than half of bank 

respondents (55 percent) were able to identify an AI 

chief for their business. An October 2017 New York 

Times article points out that as even high-tech giants 

struggle to find AI experts, qualified professionals can 

demand mid-six-figure annual salaries and take their 

pick of industry or academic employers.  

Not all data is equal. Feeding good 

quality information into any AI engine 

poses a challenge for some banks. Up to 

80 percent of their security analysts’ time 

is spent on collecting and querying data, Bradley says. 

“Unfortunately, data management is often overlooked, 

with a great deal of focus falling on the analytic 

approach. If financial institutions neglect to establish 

accurate data management and address data quality, no 

analytic approach will produce the desired results in the 

long run.”  

More than ever, financial services leaders must step 

up their AI game. Now. This is not Hollywood and the 

industry must push past the literary tropes and fearful 

forecasts to take advantage of a technology already 

proving its risk management mettle.  

But if it’s a plot fit for cinema you need, here goes: A big 

reason to fear AI is because the bad actors are using it 

too. As they get smarter, we must get smarter still—and 

apply real human intelligence in the quest for peerless 

risk mitigation.  

“As digital channels have 
increased, transactions happen 
at a faster pace. Today there are 
too many data stores and data 
elements to analyze; to better 
serve the customer, financial 
services organizations need to 
balance automation and personal 
analysis to work more efficiently 
and effectively.”

Rich Baich, Chief Information Security Officer at  
Wells Fargo
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Well … 2017 was a trying year in financial services— 

and 2018 promises to be no different. 

Between data breaches, hijacked social media feeds, 

uncertainty around taxes and healthcare, and political 

turmoil, concerns continue to pile up—and consumers 

feel worn down. We witness this even in the face 

of many positives: record stock market gains, low 

unemployment and steady (if slow) economic growth. 

What’s a bank to do? 

No doubt, the financial services industry is in a period of 

flux: consolidating in some areas, expanding in others. 

Thus it’s tempting to focus our attention inward on 

profitability, revenues and growth. No doubt, inward 

focus proves important for long-term success. But it’s 

just as important to not lose sight of our customers. We 

must ask ourselves: What are they going through? What 

are their concerns, challenges, hopes and dreams? 

In our 2018 TrendWatch report, Harland Clarke has 

identified six trends that illuminate what customers 

seek. It’s not rocket science and it’s not magic. It’s good 

old-fashioned, authentic service. Take care of your 

customers. Be helpful. Make them feel comfortable. 

Trend 1: Know your account holder 

With the availability of sharp business intelligence, 

there’s no excuse for offering products and services 

your customers neither want nor need. Data analytics, 

including fine-tuned modeling, allow you to market in an 

insight-driven manner. 

For example, it’s easy now to know when your customer 

is shopping for a loan. Armed with this knowledge, you 

In the new year, excellence with customers  

unites disparate concerns from data security,  

to helpfulness, to extra helpings of convenience. 

Happy renew year:

Six key customer  
trends to kickstart 2018

By Karen Salamone 
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can immediately offer a credit-screened, pre-selected 

loan by phone, email or snail mail while they shop. 

This kind of service tells your customer that you 

know them and understand their needs. 

Conversely if a customer doesn’t own their home, 

don’t send them a home equity loan offer. If a 

customer has just activated a new credit card, don’t 

send an immediate offer for another one. These 

missteps strike the customer as irritating at best and, 

at worst, tell them that the “relationship” you boast 

about is just a fabrication. 

Trend 2: Make the most  
of each encounter 

Customers value meaningful interaction, and even 

though in-branch visits are decreasing, branches still 

matter. According to J.D. Power, satisfaction is higher 

among customers who visited a branch than among 

those who didn’t. 

Call centers are increasingly important. As digital  

and mobile interactions rise, customers still want 

to talk to a real person—especially when they have 

a problem. Unprompted conversations can also be 

important. Welcome calls, for example, are actually 

welcomed. Consider this: Customers who experience 

a satisfactory interaction with a call center are 14 

times more likely to be engaged with their bank. 

Of course, digital interactions are increasing in 

number and focus, so banks must continue to make 

them seamless and satisfying. The bottom line is that 

no matter where you interact with your customers, 

every interaction must be great.  

Happy renew year: Six key customer trends to kickstart 2018 

Listen. Solve problems. Be efficient. Pay attention. 

Trend 3: Help customers feel secure 

The Equifax data breach was a hardship for all 

affected (approximately half of all Americans). No 

bank was at fault but much of the compromised data 

came from financial institutions. Fair or not, your 

brand may have been sullied. It’s your job to help your 

affected customers deal with the aftermath.  

This presents an opportunity to nurture your 

customers: to demonstrate with your actions that 

you care about them as people. Now is not the time 

to skimp on things such as issuing cards in branch or 

improving your visibility into and management of risk 

and compliance. Investments in these areas send a 

message to your customers that you take security of 

their data seriously.

Trend 4: Convenience,  
convenience, convenience 

Talk about changing channels: We’ve gone  

from multichannel to omnichannel to  

optichannel experiences.  

Confused? Think of them this way:  

•  Multichannel strategies involved educated guesses 

as to what channels your customers use and 

making as many of them as viable as possible.  

•  Omnichannel means customers can engage with 

you on their preferred channel at every touchpoint.  

19

•  With optichannel, you should already know which 

channel a customer prefers (based on their 

history and contextual data) and provide a highly 

personalized, one-to-one experience. 

The challenge is to know where to meet your 

customers; what speedy, convenient solution to offer 

them; and which will produce profit for you. 

Think of mobile deposit as a great example. There’s 

nothing speedier and more convenient for the 

customer; for the bank, it costs a small fraction of an in-

branch deposit and opens a critical gateway to mobile 

banking—a hallmark of primary financial institution 

(PFI) status.

Trend 5: Be helpful 

Being helpful means applying Trends 1-4 to the 

benefit of your customer. Again: 

• Know them.  

• Make the most of each encounter.  

• Ensure their data is secure.  

• Provide convenience.  

All of this sets the stage for helping your customers 

with the products and services they need, when and 

where they need them.  

Now is not the time to skimp 
on things such as issuing cards 
in branch or improving your 
visibility into and management of 
risk and compliance. Investments 
in these areas send a message 
to your customers that you take 
security of their data seriously.
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security imperatives still apply

Though one BAI commentary about protecting  
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improve slow, costly, error-prone international  

money transfers.
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businesses like never before..
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Assess your customer experience at every 

touchpoint—branch, web and call center—and  

every encounter, from new account openings 

to lending-to-business banking to regular, daily 

interactions. Where do you experience the most 

success? Where do you miss the mark? You won’t 

know unless you ask. 

Don’t neglect in-branch training to fully prepare  

your frontline staff and make them knowledgeable  

to provide quick answers and efficient service  

to customers. 

Trend 6: Get ready for what’s next 

Non-traditional players threaten banks like never 

before. FinTechs, Google, Facebook, Apple, Amazon 

and PayPal all encroach or will soon encroach on 

territory formerly exclusive to banks. 

One thing’s for sure: Long-term strategies are 

necessary for survival. Quick, short-term fixes won’t 

cut it anymore. And in an industry as highly regulated 

as banking, financial institutions need lots of lead time 

to adjust and course correct. You need to prepare for 

the next decade, not the next quarter. 

If you aren’t doing so already, you need to start 

planning for intuitive self-service, biometrics, mobile 

wallet, cryptocurrencies … the list goes on. You may 

not find yourself in a position to cover them all. But by 

knowing your customers and prioritizing resources 

accordingly, you can implement long-term strategies 

for growth and innovation.  

This involves working with suppliers who can  

provide competitive advice based on a track  

record of success. 

Putting it all together:  
Do more to be more 

Yes, we live in an era of uncertainty. But we  

also work in an industry undergoing historical, 

unprecedented change.  

Our customers feel anxious and confused. When  

you support them, you guarantee your bank’s  

place in their lives. You become the bank that gets  

it. And when you get the customer, you get their  

loyal business. 

If you aren’t doing so  
already, you need to start 
planning for intuitive self-
service, biometrics, mobile  
wallet, cryptocurrencies … the 
list goes on. You may not find 
yourself in a position to cover 
them all. But by knowing your 
customers and prioritizing 
resources accordingly, you can 
implement long-term strategies 
for growth and innovation.
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